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THE GREEN ROOM
Centenary
Ball
24th July
The Committee of the Westerham Amateur Dramatic Society
request the pleasure of your company for the Societys

Centenary Ball
Lewins
Crockham Hill
Kent, TN8 6RB

Saturday, 24th July 2021
7:30pm for 8:00pm
Black Tie 1920s

starting with a champagne reception,
followed by a sumptuous buffet dinner.
Dancing will be courtesy of the Crockham
Hill resident Band, with Marc Fraser on
drums! All rounded off with a grand
Tickets are available now to all members fireworks display, just to make sure
and their spouses/partners on a first- everyone knows there was something to
come-first-served basis at a cost of £55 celebrate!
per head. Secure your tickets by sending a
cheque, made out to WADS, to the Everyone is encouraged to dress in
treasurer, Mark Mountjoy, Lewins, costume of the period!
Crockham Hill, Kent, TN8 6RB or by
transferring the value to the Society’s bank The cost of your ticket covers all this,
including the wine to accompany the meal.
account directly online.
There are only 60 tickets available, so book
It promises to be a wonderful evening up now!

With COVID restriction now due to end on
19th July, we are delighted to confirm the
long awaited Centenary Ball will go ahead
on Saturday, 24th July.

Contacts
Jeff Adams, Chair
chair@wads-web.net
Bev Newbold, Secretary
secretary@wads-web.net

Judy Duffield, Membership
membership@wads-web.net
Mark Mountjoy, Treasurer
treasurer@wads-web.net

Dear All,
Two things seem to be happening,
the first is at long last the sunshine is
here and we can start to live outside
a little more. Secondly and more
importantly we are starting to see the
relaxation of the Covid regulations.
This means that WADS can now
start to plan ahead. I know I've said
this before but having lost the whole
of WADS production plans for 2020,
which in the process wiped out the
whole of our centenary celebrations,
we will use every opportunity over
the next year to remind Westerham
of WADS and its centenary.
However, all is not lost, we are all
looking forward to the summer ball
which is to be held at Lewins on
Saturday, the 24th of July.
We've had our first full committee
meeting where we were able to meet
together for the first time in over a
year and we are now starting to plan
ahead.
AGM - We were unable to hold an
AGM in 2021 because of Covid
restrictions, the last AGM had been
in 2020, the committee discussed
the options and it was agreed that
we would not hold an AGM in this
current year but would roll it all into
early 2022 at which time a full report
and set of accounts for the two years
of 2021 and 2022 will be presented.
PRODUCTIONS - We are keen to
start our productions again but feel
that we should be a little cautious in
how we start this year, we were
planning to hold a pantomime, which
would be part of our centenary
celebrations, however, because of
the cost and major commitment to
such a production, and in the light of
the still unknown immediate future
with regard to Covid, we have
decided on a small production,
perhaps a supper-theatre evening.
The aim is to try and keep it as fluid
and as simple as possible and not
bring together large groups in
rehearsal but hopefully end up with
an enjoyable evening where we can
start to meet up again, more of that
in the in the future Green room.
Spring 2022
The committee are pleased that
Sandra Barfield has agreed to direct
our spring 2022 production, a
number of options are being
discussed and, once finalised, details
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Looking Backwards
Looking Forwards
Judy Duffield
At last, we plan to
celebrate WADS 100th
anniversary, having been
denied this in 2020 due
to the pandemic, and it
got me thinking about
my involvement with
WADS - not quite a
hundred years and not
quite as long as some of
our other members, but over 30 years just
the same.

Room during productions (I could do this),
I took on the role of Front of House
Manager from our recently departed
Rosemary Pearson and I recall her leading
me through the intricacies of keeping ice
cream money, programme sales and door
ticket sales in separate envelopes (not very
successful at that either), not to mention
sorting the teas and coffees in the
intervals. Then came my big acting break.
A series of sketches in a hastily compiled
review, The Real Mrs. Danvers, when we
had to replace a play very quickly, which
saw me appear wrapped in towel
alongside Liz McCreadie and Ghislaine
Bowden, plus other cameo moments
including being part of a wool shop skit
with the lovely Sheila James. Eventually I

My first encounter with WADS was via my
children. Jessica at eleven, took part in a
pantomime, Sinbad the Sailor, back in the
old hall on London Road, where we
boasted raked seating, such luxury and
Joe was eight years old, and a useful size
for Mark Mountjoy to send into crawl
spaces under the stage, trailing lengths of
wire and getting excited about lights
(nothing’s changed). I am sure he would
have made an excellent chimney sweep.
The disciplines and love for live theatre
became a huge part of their growing up
and they took this love of performance into
their future lives and careers. Joe
maintains a passion for all things that flash
and crash and make a lot of noise and
Jess continues to perform, swapping the
stage for lecture theatres. I am immensely
proud of all they are achieving in life and it’s
great to see the grandchildren also
performing and loving their local theatre
group. Jess is very keen that they have the
same experiences that she and Joe had.
was involved in more grown-up roles. I
So, the story goes on.
think I was a ‘go to’ when some poor soul
My involvement was very minimal, initially, had to pull out of a show, for whatever
something that I thought would just enable reason, because I have never actually
me to support the kids, but little did I auditioned for a part – ever!
know…
I have sung in chorus pieces, sung solos
I helped with costumes (but it was very (not danced) but I must admit my favourite
soon clear to all this was not my strength) part was that of the lady of dubious repute
I helped keep children quiet in the Green in Oh! What A Lovely War, directed by
Roger Stiles. What a show that was! Great
set and lighting, wonderful costumes, and
huge fun - Roger drilled us all brilliantly! So
many happy memories from that time. I
think Liz McCreadie and I cried in the
wings every night watching Ashton TaylorSmith walk through the hall unfurling a
seemingly never-ending, thick bright red
ribbon. It was so moving.
I took a spell as Chair, directed a panto,
Jack and the Beanstalk, and was even
allowed to help paint sets sometimes. (I
am particularly poor at painting.) Wisely, I
was kept well away from the role of
secretary.
I got involved with Studio Wads events at
The Grasshopper on the Green,
championing Dylan Thomas for an
evening. Studio Wads was a great
opportunity to bring the magic of WADS to
the community. Maybe this is something

we could revisit in the future – if anyone is
up for a challenge.
I am also very aware that our Youth group
needs to be re-enlivened. We have had
some great input from Fliss de Angeli, Little
Red’s Revenge, and although we are now
up against more commercial Youth Theatre
Groups, I still believe there is a big place for
Young WADS in Westerham. Our youth
group have contributed so much over
many years and this is something we all
need to address in the future.
So, from a tart to a turtle, from a solicitor to
a maid, from a schoolgirl to a judge not to
mention the mermaid, plus many more
magic moments, WADS has provided me
with so much laughter and meanwhile, we
march onwards and upwards! We have a
wonderful membership and we need to
work on extending our workforce even
further. Westerham has so much talent
waiting to be tapped and we need to
harness this to enable our society to
continue to thrive. It has been a true
privilege to perform alongside some
wonderfully gifted actors and I have made
truly lifelong friends through WADS. We
continue to support each other through
the good and not so good times and we
are all still smiling. It has definitely been
more than simply getting on the stage and
‘acting’.
WADS has had some wonderful
successes over the years and maybe a
few less than fine moments but we have
always had fun and I have amassed some
great memories. Thank you to all my fine
fellow WADS friends over the years, for
those memories front, back and on stage
and let us continue to work towards the
next 100 years!!
And if you know of anyone who would like
to join us, please get in touch!
Cheers!
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ME and
AM-DRAM
Jeff Adams
How did this article
come about? I'm not
quite sure. We were
having a committee
meeting
and
were
scratching our heads
and trying to find ways to
get useful contributions
for the membership
newsletter, The Green
Room and I came up with this idea, so
here goes...
I'm not sure how my love of both amateur
and professional theatre came about, but
it's always been there. I have a vague
recollection of being an angel with a
triangle in a school nativity play, but my first
real memory of theatre was at the age of
about 17, my first job was as a bellboy on
a P&O cruise liner, the Chusan, which has
long been out of service, it was an old
cruiser and still had first-class and secondclass passage. There was a tradition on
long voyages of the crew putting on
concerts. This was in the days before
cruise liners had professional artists on
board, there was a pianist and that was it.
I got involved with one and managed to
muster together a motley group of singers
dancers and a few odd comic sketches. It
must have impressed the Staff Captain has
we were asked to put on a show for
passengers. There was no theatre as such
so the show was on the open deck, cargo
lamps provided the lightning, we managed
to get the grand piano up on deck along
with the pianist, who I remember did like to
sit near the bar. It went down well, and
that, I suppose, was the start of it.

SS Chusan (aka The Happy Ship) en route to Vancouver

My life at sea was relatively short lived,
having to be emergency airlifted at St.
John's, Newfoundland, for an emergency
appendix removal, and that was the end of
that.
On return to dry land, initially, I got involved
with a small church group at the
Warlingham Methodist Church, who had
just built a new hall which had a very small
stage area. Here I tried out my directing
skills and put together a couple of concert
pieces made up of popular music loosely
linked together with a very weak story.
When I look back it was extremely
cringeworthy, however I had got the bug,
perhaps, more importantly, this is were I
met my future wife Heather.

Moving on, I spent several years with the
Ide Hill Amateur Dramatic Group, The
Idlers. Their productions were staged in
the Village Hall at Ide Hill. Although more
modern, it had a lot of similarities to the old
Westerham Hall. Its maximum audience
number was 90 and the stage was tiny.
Like Westerham, we built an extension
among many other things to make it more
workable. Normally two productions were
staged each year, and when I first got
involved they were all very much Agatha
Christie etc etc. We soon started to put on
pantos and even ventured into some lowkey musicals, with a large cast, sometimes
25+, and a three-piece band! We had to
reduce the audience size to accommodate
all this, but it was all good fun. I particularly
remember one play, the 1973 production
of Agatha Christie’s The Unexpected
Guest. I played the part of Henry Angel.
Having committed to the part I realised
that the Saturday performance was
supposed to be our wedding day! We had
to postpone our wedding by one week.
Unfortunately, like lots of local societies,
membership dropped off very quickly and
by the end of the 80s it was decided to
close the society down, purely due to lack
of membership.
I then became involved in a number of
other local societies, the Sevenoaks
Players and the Chipstead Players to
name but two, were I generally acted, and
then along came The Stag Theatre. Here I
directed a very successful production of
Agatha Christie’s Murder at the Vicarage. I
remember at the time it proved very
successful and made a profit of £10,000,
which, for an amateur production at The
Stag back then, was unheard of. This led
me into directing three gang shows at the
Stag - these were made up of Guides and
Scouts from the Sevenoaks district troops
and there was a simple philosophy, if you
turned up for the audition you got a part.
The cast would normally be about 110 120 young people with about 25 helpers.
Needless to say rehearsals were a
logistical nightmare! Auditions were a little
random and we could only rehearse on
Sunday afternoons and perhaps one
evening during the week if we were lucky.
Moving into the theatre was always an
exciting time for the children. We marked a
large grid on the stage and each child was
allocated a number that corresponded to a
square on the grid, and that’s where they
stood on the spot for the big pieces. Trying
to get 125 or so young people to move
about in the same direction became
complicated, I got over this by standing up
at the back of the theatre with a torch,
which I would move left to right to gave
him their cue. It was great fun and I met a
lot of very interesting and friendly people in
the process.
This brings me to 1993 when I first
became involved with WADS. I was aware
of the group, as on a number of occasions
people who performed in Ide Hill had at
times been in WADS productions. The
society had had a reputation of being a bit

of the production along with audition
notices will be sent out in the normal
way.
Autumn 2022
We are still planning to present a
large WADS pantomime at the end of
next year again details announced as
soon as arrangements are made.
MEMBERSHIP - Membership of
WADS is still low and the committee
are keen to use every opportunity to
try and introduce new members to
our society. There is a feeling that
after the Covid period there may be a
greater sense of localism, people
wanting to become involved more in
their local area and societies. We are
hoping we can do this by introducing
new directors and by the type of
productions we mount. If any
members have any ideas that you
believe could attract new members
I'd love to hear from you.
On a more sombre note, it is with
great sadness that I have to report
the death of Rosemary Pearson.
Rosemary, a Vice President of the
Society, was among our longest
standing members. She played an
active role for many years, both on
and off stage and also on the
Committee. Always supportive and
always encouraging. Most recently
joining the team that sought to
review the Society’s current
circumstances and plan for its future.
That's all for now.
Jeffrey Adams.
snooty, needless to say I've never found it
to be so. My first production I directed for
WADS was Arthur Wing Pinero’s musical,
Trelawney of the Wells. It transpired this
would be WADS first outing in the musical
genre. I clearly remember an early meeting
with Ashton, Mark and Mark de Angeli who
advised me to present it to the committee
as “a play with music”. Ease them in
gently! It had a very large cast and a small
musical accompaniment, I brought with
me a wonderful musical director who had
done several shows with me previously. I
enjoyed Trelawney greatly and was proud
and pleased with how WADS stepped up
to the mark in their first musical outing.
Since then I've had the opportunity to
direct several plays and musicals and I've
enjoyed them all, ranging from the
somewhat bizarre but enormous fun Jack
the Ripper musical, through Dickens’ A
Christmas Carol, Ayckbourn’s Snake in the
Grass, Shelagh Stephenson’s The Memory
of Water and on to, most recently, Stephen
Beresford’s The Last of the Haussmans.
Each one lives in the memory for the
acting, the sets, the costumes, the quality
of production brought together by our
teams.
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100 Years Ago...
With our very first production, three one
act plays in December of 1920 behind us,
WADS embarked on production no.2 Beauty and the Barge.
After the success of The Boatswain’s
Mate, the previous year, WADS chose a full
length piece also written by William
Wymark Jacobs and Louis Napoleon
Parker, Beauty and the Barge. A farce in
three acts based on a short story by
Jacobs called The Lady of the Barge
(1902). Jacobs and Parker collaborated
together on a number dramatic projects,
including the 1907 stage adaptation by
Parker of The Monkey's Paw. Again an
adaptation of a Jacobs original short story.
As a storyteller, Jacobs is perhaps better
remembered for a handful of brief tales of
the supernatural than for his popular
nautical-themed works. The most famous
of these, The Monkey’s Paw, originally
appeared as part of the 1902 short story
collection. It is an economically written
story about a shriveled talisman, a
monkey’s paw, that brings grief and horror
in the wake of all too literal wish granting.
First staged in 1907, so strong has been
its impact that it survives right through to
modern times; Stephen King spoke of it as
his inspiration for his story Pet Cemetery,
and it was the core story to an episode of
The Simpsons.

Back to Beauty and the Barge, it tells the
story of a barge captain who intervenes to
help a young lady, Beauty, Ethel Smedley,
who is betrothed by her father, Major John
Smedley, to a man she cannot stand,
Herbert Manners. Rather than marry him
she decides to flee the situation all
together with the help of crusty old Captain
Barley and his mate, Tom Cod, on board
the Heart in Hand. Mayhem ensues with
the help of various salty sea dogs,
members of Royal Navy and domestic staff
of an increasingly apoplectic father of the
not-to-be bride. It was first produced at
The New London Theatre and transferred
to the Haymarket Theatre in London in
1904. In the acting edition of the script
there is an alternative ending to the piece
allowed “where there is no room for a
moving barge.” We do not know if WADS
started as they meant to go on and
created a moving barge or not. However,
the photo of the cast printed here gives
one the hope they did!

A little about the author, William Wymark
Jacobs was born on September 8, 1863 in
London, England. An author, humorist and
dramatist, largely overlooked now other
than for the enduring classic tale of horror
The Monkey’s Paw.
Jacobs grew up near the Wapping docks
in London, where his father was a wharf
manager. The docklands setting showed
up often in his later writing. He and his
three siblings lost their mother when they
were young. Their father, William Gage
Jacobs, remarried, and had a further
seven children with his erstwhile
housekeeper Ellen Florey. Although he
grew up surrounded by poverty, he
received a formal education in London,
first at a private prep school and later at
what is now University of London’s
Birkbeck College.
Jacobs’ working life began with a clerical
position at the Post Office Savings Bank.
Not a stimulating job and he started writing
short stories, sketches and articles, many
of which appeared in the Post Office house
publication Blackfriars Magazine. Many
works written during this period appeared
in The Idler and Today magazines, both
edited by Jerome K. Jerome, who had
taken a liking to Jacobs’ stories. From
1898, he also published in The Strand.
The arrangement stayed in place for most
of his life and many of the works in Jacobs’
subsequent collections – including the
nautical serialization A Master of Craft
appeared here first.
Jacobs’ first volume of collected works
was published in 1896. Many Cargoes, a
selection of sea-faring yarns, established
Jacobs as a popular writer and humorist
with a penchant for authentic dialogue and
trick endings, critics of the day referred to
him as the “O. Henry of the Waterfront”. He
then published a novelette, The Skipper’s
Wooing, in 1897, and another collection of
short stories titled Sea Urchins in 1898.
These works painted vivid, if farcical,
pictures of dockland and seafaring London
with colourful characters such as The
Night Watchman and Ginger Dick, that

now seem archetypal.
Many of Jacobs’ periodical publications
and first editions were illustrated with
woodcuts and ink drawings. He worked
regularly with artists such as E.W. Kemble,
who had illustrated Mark Twain’s
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, as
well as his good friend Will Owen, a
household name for his iconic Bisto Kids,
Bovril and Lux Soap posters.
By 1899, Jacobs was able to quit the post
office and finally begin making a living as a
full-time writer. In 1900 he married noted
suffragist Agnes Eleanor Williams, who had
previously been jailed for her protest
activities. The couple went on to have five
children together.
The publication of two short novels: At
Sunwich Port and Dialstone Lane in 1902
and 1904 respectively, cemented Jacobs’
reputation as one of the leading British
authors of the new century. Followed by a
string of successful publications, including
Captain’s All, Night Watches, The
Castaways, and Sea Whispers. Jacobs
published eighteen books in all during his
lifetime, thirteen collections and five novels.
Though prolific in his younger years,
Jacobs’ productivity dropped dramatically
after the start of World War 1. Yet even in
self-imposed semi-retirement Jacobs was
still recognized as a leading humorist,
ranked alongside such writers as P. G.
Wodehouse and George Birmingham. He
enjoyed continuing influence and elevated
status among his fellow writers.
Though admired by loyal readers
throughout his lifetime, Jacobs has been
almost completely forgotten. Critics are at
a loss to name a single reason why,
Jacobs is universally considered to be a
fine and imaginative literary craftsman.
However, it has been suggested perhaps
Jacobs’ humour may have been too gentle
to persist into the cruel and sarcastic
modern era, his dry pokes at proletariat
hardship no longer suiting the times.
Jacobs died in a North London nursing

